Airidge Felt
Ridge vent for felt roofs

Airidge Felt Ridge vent for felt roofs
Airidge Felt is the latest addition to the VILPE® product family. It is
a ridge vent intended for use on felt roofs. Appropriate applications
of the Airidge Felt ridge vents are domestic houses with shingle or
other felt rooﬁng. The Airidge Felt elements are installed in a row
on the ridge top and they enhance proper ventilation beneath roof
constructions, as well as preventing water and snow from entering
into roof constructions. Airidge Felt is to lengthens the expected life
cycle of roof and attic constructions.

Ensuring proper ventilation of the air space under roof constructions
is very important since it prevents condensation and further fungal
and microbic growth in the constructions. The space under the felt
roof is ventilated by VILPE® Airidge Felt by intake of replacement air
through the eaves. The whole roof construction space is ventilated
when Airidge Felt is used. Within the installation, it is ensured that
there are no obstacles under the roof that might hinder free air ﬂow
across the entire roof space.

Manufacturing materials

Dimensions

Airidge Felt is manufactured from weather resistant, recyclable and chemically inert polypropylene plastics (PP).

The dimensions of the VILPE® Airidge Felt ridge vent are 590
x 325 x 30 mm. The width is optimised according to the width
of the ridge bitumen sheet.
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Installation instructions
RÄYSTÄSLEVEYS / GAVELSPRÅNG
/ EAVES OVERHANG
+15 cm
4 cm

SNAP-LIITIN
SNAP-ANSLUTNING
SNAP COUPLING

NAIL LINE

Cut or leave open a slot of 4 cm width along the ridge. In
case of a construction with a ridge beam, ensure proper
ventilation across the attic up to the ridge. Extend the slot
up to 15 cm from the level of the external wall surface to
ensure the uncluttered look of the eaves decking. Install
the Airidge Felt ridge vents beginning from the outer edge
of the roof. Chain the ridge vents using the SNAP couplings and nail into the roof battens across the pre-drilled
nailing holes. Nail the bitumen sheet onto the ridge along
the nail line embossed on the Airidge Felt ridge vent.
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Standard colours
Black
REF. COLOURS RR 33 – RAL 9005
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The VILPE® product family provides an exceptionally large selection of high quality
ventilation products and roof accessories adapted to a variety of roofs.
Appropriate applications are pitched and low-pitched roofs of almost any material
and both new and reconstruction objects.
VILPE® products are characteristically innovative, stylish, serviceable, easy to
install and durable, even in demanding conditions.
Installed as an integral part of the ventilation system, VILPE® products provide
fresh indoor air and maintain roof and attic constructions healthily.
VILPE® products are manufactured by SK Tuote Oy, a Finnish company with over
37 years of passion in the rooﬁng business.
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